Trends You Need To Know About Lahori Wedding
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Trend is blind, yet classy. It is believed that trend is FASHION and fashion is all about clothing. So here you need to
rethink because now it’s just an old school thought. These days’ weddings are trendy too and when it’s about
LAHORE, they will surely tell you how things work.
Here are those things you need to know about LAHORI WEDDINGS.

Trendy Rituals:
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As the wedding dates are decided. Lahori neighbors more often hear traditional ever green songs and yes never
excluding “taappy”. Those days are gone when wedding rituals were just NIKAH, RUKHSATI and WALEEMA.
Now the TRENDY LAHORI weddings start with bridal shower then milaad, dholak, mehandi, manyo though these
three are the same things but LAHORI’S love gatherings. Nikkah in BADSHA E MASJID, is too much in trend, just
for PHOTOGRAPHY, of course!
The wedding day (rukhsati), where everyone’s eyes are on brides glimmering dress, jewelry and make up. NOT
ignoring groom’s fitted cocktail attire. At last, here comes WALEEMA, where mind and ears are more conscious.
Witty looks, gossips, fake laughter’s and yes some sinking hearts. Prayers that new ones bring no trouble to their
families.

Wedding Venues:
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Wedding hall? Oh NO, not in trend these days. Hence the lahori’s are too trendy, even they want their wedding place
to be classy and elegant too. For that MARQUEE is the best option. There are numerous styles of marquees available
to hire, traditional tents, stretch tents, clearspan (or frame), yurts and tipis. You can choose whatever you like.
Secondly, these marquees brings together stunning aesthetics, engineering brilliance and weather-proofing all in one
great package. All that along-with a vast landscape, a capacity to accommodate more than 600 guests. For more details
about Lahore wedding venues you can definitely check booked.pk where you can Explore, Compare, Check
Availability and Book Your Wedding Venue Online!

Clothes/ Make Up Trends:
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Every bride wants to look like her dreamy princess she never meet or saw on her BiG DAY. Various Pakistani fashion
designers have launched bridal collection. Top to bottom, HSY (Hassan Shahryar Yaseen), Fahad Hassan,
Maria.B, karma, Umar Sayeed, Sana Safiaz and many more have given out their remarkable bridal collection.
These days all is in trend whether it’s zari and dabka or heavy work of embellishment. Well, if you can’t afford brands
then you can design it by yourself but wearing a designer lehenga is definitely every girls dream and demand!
Usually brides are more conscious about their beauty and look. As wedding day is consider very special day for a
bride therefore she wants a perfect look and makeup on this day. Mehndi, barat and waleema are the three main days
of the wedding. On Mehand , no makeup used to preferred but these days brides elect to wear party make up, at least;
for barat heavy makeup with shimmery eye shadows and shades of red, for sure. Lastly, for Waleema light make up is
preferred.

FOOD:
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LAHORI’S live for food and it’s their first priority .They can compromise on anything but not on food. Because
aroma of food direct goes to heart and it stays in it till they find better than before. Though, more than one dish isn’t
allowed but FOR FOOD they can even go against the law. MORE FOOD , MORE RESPECT!
It would be wrong to say that it’s just the LAHORI’S who follow trends and are trendy. Some people like their
wedding to be less loud and of low-cost. In short, all weddings are not the same, as all people are not trendy as
LAHORI’S ARE!
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